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Steve Forbes Interviews George Gilder on Current

I...

MONDAY, MAY 20, 2019

TUESDAY, APRIL 16, 2019

Death and Taxes
- Capital Gains
Version

Inevitably, while we are definitely

long term investors, there comes

a time when we deem it

appropriate to sell companies

that have done extraordinarily

well for us over many years (even

decades in some instances).  We

painstakingly consider the

ramifications of these actions as

it relates to capital gains taxes for

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 2019

The Fixation on
Debt

For years we have addressed the

issue of debt for our investors.  It

seems there are very few issues

that strike fear in the hearts of

investors like that of debt.

 Whether the debt be personal,

corporate or government, very

often it is used by the crisis

industry (otherwise known as

media) to make even the most

savvy investors shake...

Steve Forbes Interviews George
Gilder on Current Issues

Recently, Steve Forbes interviewed our long time friend and partner in

venture capital, George Gilder.  In this podcast on Steve Forbes'

"What's Ahead" series of podcasts, Steve addresses some pertinent

topics regarding trade and the economy, which are definitely worth

noting, before he delves into his interview. In this interview, Forbes...
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Free enterprise vs free markets

The Fourth of July is all about political and

economic freedom and inalienable individual

human rights, and in honor ...

Back to the old drawing board!

Back in January, we published a post in which we

noted that "financial advisors" and other

intermediaries...

Understanding where the banking system is right

now

Economist Scott Grannis has a noteworthy

discussion of the current state of the monetary

policy in the US over at his C...
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those who own these

companies...
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Investment
Climate Jan 2019:
The Very Strange
Correction
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TUESDAY, DECEMBER 18, 2018

The Return of
the "Hissy Fit"!

image link We have discussed

many times over the last decade

or so how the market's reactions

to scary headlines and

prognostications of gloom can be

described as a "hissy fit".  You

know, it's like the reaction of the

spoiled child who is told they

can't have any more candy:

stomp out of the room in a huff

and whine and complain for

hours...
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